
House on the Hill 
The Divine Fellowship Services 10/11/20 w/Janice Lynch 

 

You are like a house on a hill whose light cannot be hidden.  (Derived from Matthew 5:14)  What light 
(intent) are you emanating?  What about your light blesses others? How will Divine Source assist you 
now?  Choose the imagery that fits for you now.  Not necessarily your preference, but what comes 
into your awareness as this will have spiritual significance for you. 

 

*Style of house = The energy you emit (at this time): 
Farmhouse with wrap around porch = Comfort, acceptance 
Ultra-modern house with unusual angles = Creativity, innovation 
Earth home built into the side of the hill = Grounding, peace 

* Road to the house = What energy to add: 
Winding country road = Relaxation (for self and others) 
Paved = Save clear boundaries  
Gravel = Ability to ease up & slow down (mentally, physically, emotionally, spiritually) 

*Front area = How best to restore your energy at this time 
Manicured lawn = Pay attention to the little things that bring you joy 
Garden = Utilize gratitude and appreciation to re-center yourself 
Natural = Reclaim your innocence/childlike wonder 

*Door = How to really shine 
Stained Glass inset = Adjust your perceptions to notice life’s beauty 
Hand-carved wood = Allow creativity to flow and express itself 
Glass door = Allow the real you to be visible 

*Unusual housepet = How better to express any discomfort 
Wolf = Step up and lead without complaining (teach by doing) 
Bobcat = Step back and watch for now (Sacred Observer) 
Porcupine = Step away from negativity (release the need to give attention) 

* Given a gift = How Divine Source helps you now 
Book = Source helps you open up and share what you know 
Craftman’s knife = Sharpens your awareness and perceptions 
Exquisite compass = Guides your way through insights and Divine Intervention 

 

To create your own mission statement as a result of this guided meditation, these are the anchor 
statements. Fill in the interpretation after the anchor statement and it all flows together. Anchor 
Statements: Through my (house) . . . I create (road) . . . For now I choose to (front area) . . . I then can 
(door) . . . and (unusual housepet) . . . As a result Divine Source (gift). . . Hope this blesses you richly! 


